
RocksDB is an open-source, key-
value (KV) storage engine optimized
for fast, low-latency SSDs embedded
in many workloads. While RocksDB is
designed with SSDs in mind, its
architecture is based on Log
Structure Merge-Tree (LSM) data
management. This approach results
in write and read amplification as
each update in RocksDB leads to
cascading writes in the LSM tree,
creating a performance bottleneck
and excessively applying wear-and-
tear on the drives. 

Sustaining writes to RocksDB
requires dedicating a significant
portion of I/O bandwidth to perform
compactions concurrently increasing

The
Challenge Existing deployments

struggling to perform 
DevOps teams deploying
across shared infrastructure  
Teams concerned by
complex tuning overhead  

Reduce write amplification
to improve SSD endurance,
capacity, and latency  
Offload the CPU to Improve
overall database
performance 
No software installation or
app reconfiguration

Key customer benefits
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latencies. The compaction process
reads data into memory, processes it,
and writes them back at the expense
of    system    resources    while     only 
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About ScaleFlux
ScaleFlux helps customers harness data growth as a competitive advantage by
building products that reduce complexity and accelerate the creation of value from
data.In our first phase of rethinking the data pipeline for the modern data center,
ScaleFlux has built a better SSD by embedding computational storage technology into
flash drives. Now, customers can gain an edge by optimizing their data center
infrastructure by deploying storage intelligence for workloads like databases, analytics,
IoT, and 5G. 

For more information, visit  www.scaleflux.com or fol low us on LinkedIn.  

Choosing a better SSD from
ScaleFlux, built with computational
storage technology, is the easiest
way to reduce the effects of write
amplification in RocksDB. Using an
NVMe SSD that can intelligently
compress and manage data inside
the drive improves drive life,
increases performance, and reduces
the complexity of database tuning
without any additional software or
application configuration.   

Using transparent compression,
ScaleFlux drives manage data inside
the flash during reads and writes
using embedded storage processors
to improve overall database
performance. There is no need to
configure     applications     or    install

The
Solution

software; transparent compression
works inside the flash, compressing
data during writes and
decompressing it during reads
without any awareness by the host
that this is occurring. Many trade-offs
encountered with CPU-based
compression, especially in high IOPS
environments, are avoided as
compression acts as an acceleration
function. When the effects of
RocksDB write amplification are
reduced, we see higher sustained
random write performance, better
read tail latency in mixed workloads,
and improved endurance without
adding complexity to the solution. 

In a RocksDB setup with a workload
up random inserts using LZ4 to
compress from levels L2 and below,
ScaleFlux demonstrates significantly
fewer writes to Flash for the same
database size without changing any
RocksDB settings. Compression can
be turned off without sacrificing
efficiency or increasing writes to
Flash. . 

compressing a portion of the overall
data. Compromises are made to
balance SSD performance with
endurance, which ultimately impacts
overall database performance. The
compressibility of the data is
unoptimized to reduce write
amplification and management of
the database through disruptive
activities like sharding and
compaction create overhead. 
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